
   

B  I  N  G  O  

Dean gives someone  
the ‘You’re so dead’ 
look.  

A salad and or  
burger is ordered  
or eaten  

The need for body  
fat becomes worth  
killing for  

Brothers go  
undercover  

Sam makes his  
bitchface  

Castiel and or  
Crowley is  
referenced   

Brothers talk 
together on the  
cell phone  

Powder sugar  
doughnuts leaves  
Dean a little messy    

Sam gets rough  
with the kitchen  
staff  

Strange markings  
are investigated  

Kevin is referenced   Dean develops  
his culinary skills  

IMPALA'S  
FREE PARKING  
SPACE 

Water is drank  Dean has an  
unpleasant  
experience with  
food   

The local sheriff  
is a spa member  

John and or  
Bobby’s  
Journal is used  

The brother’s  
banter and or tease  
with each other  

Any form of  
alcohol is  
consumed  

Abaddon and or  
Bartholomew is  
referenced  

Sam puts hand  
thru his hair  

Sam displays his  
physical fitness  
abilities (THUD)  

Brothers stay  
at a Motel  

Coffee is drank  Gadreel and or  
Metatron are  
referenced  

  



 

B  B I  N  G  O  

Brothers stay at  
a Motel  

Sam puts hand 
thru his hair  

Gadreel and or 
Metatron are 
referenced  

Sam displays his 
physical fitness 
abilities (THUD)  

Coffee is drank  

John and or 
Bobby’s Journal 
is used  

The brother’s 
banter and or 
tease with each 
other  

The local sheriff 
is a spa member  

Abaddon and or 
Bartholomew is 
referenced  

Any form of 
alcohol is 
consumed  

Dean develops 
his culinary 
skills  

Water is drank  IMPALA'S 
FREE PARKING 
SPACE 

Dean has an 
unpleasant 
experience with 
food   

The need for 
body fat 
becomes worth 
killing for  

Sam makes his 
bitchface  

Brothers go 
undercover  

Kevin is 
referenced   

Dean gives 
someone the 
‘You’re so dead’ 
look. 

A salad and or 
burger is ordered 
or eaten  

Powder sugar 
doughnuts 
leaves Dean a 
little messy    

Sam gets rough 
with the kitchen 
staff  

Castiel and or 
Crowley is 
referenced   

Brothers talk 
together on the cell 
phone  

Strange 
markings are 
investigated  



 
 

 
B  I  N  G  O  

Castiel and or 
Crowley is 
referenced   

Powder sugar 
doughnuts leaves 
Dean a little 
messy    

Strange markings 
are investigated  

Sam gets rough 
with the kitchen 
staff  

Brothers talk 
together on the 
cell phone  

Brothers go 
undercover  

Kevin is referenced 
  

Sam makes his 
bitchface  

A salad and or 
burger is ordered or 
eaten  

Dean gives 
someone the 
‘You’re so dead’ 
look.  

Water is drank  Dean has an 
unpleasant 
experience with 
food   

IMPALA'S 
FREE PARKING 
SPACE 

The need for body 
fat becomes worth 
killing for  

Gadreel and or 
Metatron are 
referenced  

Coffee is drank  Sam displays his 
physical fitness 
abilities (THUD)  

Dean develops his 
culinary skills  

Brothers stay at a 
Motel  

Sam puts hand 
thru his hair  

The local sheriff 
is a spa 
member  

Abaddon and or 
Bartholomew is 
referenced  

John and or 
Bobby’s Journal is 
used  

The brother’s 
banter and or tease 
with each other  

Any form of 
alcohol is 
consumed  



 

B  I  N  G  O  

John and or 
Bobby’s Journal is 
used 

The local sheriff is 
a spa member  

Any form of 
alcohol is 
consumed  

Abaddon and or 
Bartholomew is 
referenced  

The brother’s 
banter and or 
tease with each 
other  

Sam displays his 
physical fitness 
abilities (THUD)  

Dean develops his 
culinary skills  

Coffee is drank  Sam puts hand thru 
his hair  

Brothers stay at a 
Motel  

Dean has an 
unpleasant 
experience with 
food   

The need for body 
fat becomes 
worth killing for  

IMPALA'S 
FREE PARKING 
SPACE 

Gadreel and or 
Metatron are 
referenced  

Strange markings 
are investigated  

Brothers talk 
together on the 
cell phone  

Sam gets rough 
with the kitchen 
staff  

Water is drank  Castiel and or 
Crowley is 
referenced   

Powder sugar 
doughnuts leaves 
Dean a little 
messy    

Sam makes his 
bitchface  

A salad and or 
burger is ordered 
or eaten  

Brothers go 
undercover  

Kevin is referenced 
  

Dean gives 
someone the 
‘You’re so dead’ 
look.  



 

B  I  N  G  O  

Brothers go 
undercover  

Sam makes his 
bitchface  

Dean gives someone 
the ‘You’re so dead’ 
look.  

A salad and or burger 
is ordered or eaten  

Kevin is 
referenced   

Sam gets rough 
with the kitchen 
staff  

Water is drank  Brothers talk 
together on the cell 
phone  

Powder sugar 
doughnuts leaves 
Dean a little messy    

Castiel and or 
Crowley is 
referenced   

The need for body 
fat becomes 
worth killing for  

Gadreel and or 
Metatron are 
referenced  

IMPALA'S 
FREE PARKING 
SPACE 

Strange markings are 
investigated  

Any form of 
alcohol is 
consumed  

The brother’s 
banter and or 
tease with each 
other  

Abaddon and 
or 
Bartholomew is 
referenced  

Dean has an 
unpleasant 
experience with food 
  

John and or Bobby’s 
Journal is used  

The local sheriff 
is a spa member  

Coffee is drank  Sam puts hand 
thru his hair  

Sam displays his 
physical fitness 
abilities (THUD)  

Dean develops his 
culinary skills  

Brothers stay at 
a Motel  

	  


